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B
unckerFor safe transport and storage of lithium batteries

Innovative outstanding design
International standard
User convenience
All lithium batteries
Buncker pro line lite and heavy
Supply chain solution

BUNCKER® Packaging
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BUNCKER® Packaging  
BUNCKER thinks, acts, and innovates from the needs and questions of the market, companies, and its users. BUNCKER is always 
looking for the perfect match of its solutions in the total supply chain, the (primary) process, and in combination with a safety plan to 
prevent safety critical situations with multiple levels of defense to minimize the serious consequences of a short circuit in a lithium battery 
and a thermal runaway. BUNCKER provides its users with “action perspective” at the times when one or more lithium batteries threaten 
to cause an unsafe situation. 

BUNCKER Pro Lite and Heavy Line is a product range of multifunctional packaging to safely transport and store all types of lithium batte-
ries; new, intact, defective, damaged, or suspect. Because in the development the entire supply chain and (production) processes were 
integrally considered, this innovation offers many varied solutions for everyday obstacles of users. Two types of packaging for all lithium 
batteries. Pro Lite Line for classification of intact batteries (new and used) and the Pro Heavy Line for classification of non-intact lithium 
batteries. From the packaging instruction ADR, the Pro Heavy Line covers packaging class P908 - P911, and the Pro Lite Line covers 
packaging class P903 - P909. For the Dutch regulation which provides guidelines and rules for energy storage systems and the storage 
of lithium batteries, the Pro Lite Line with a fire resistance of 90 minutes, is a good fitting solution. The latter as part of a quality plan with 
among other things organizational measures that are situation and customer dependent. 

The BUNCKER Pro Lite and Heavy Line are very user-friendly, can be operated by one person, and has no loose/additional inner pack-
aging or loose filling material. In addition, the product is easy to maintain, robust, reusable, and stackable, which allows for more efficient 
and effective work, resulting in a cost advantage. 

Special features of the BUNCKER Pro Heavy Line are the pallet base and the bell jar, and of the BUNCKER Pro Lite Line are the pallet 
base and the loose folding sides.

*Not all options may be available Worldwide
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Bel Jar Design
     Easy and smart handling
     Placing multiple batteries on the surface
     Moving batteries in the process
     Different heights 
     Fixation with straps
     All parts are stackable
     Forklift and lifting ring
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International Standard
     Format: blok pallet size based
     Supply chain: transport & storage & proces
     Regulations nternational transport: adr, iata, imdg, rid

User Convenience
     One man handling
     No filling material / inner packaging
     No maintenance and service
     All type of lithium batteries
     Less spacing - stackable
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About Fire Suppression Solutions 
Fire Suppression Solutions is the US Master Distributor of GreenEx Aerosol 
Fire Suppression Solutions.  We provide integrated safety products, 
solutions and services to players in the energy, logistics and industrial 
fields who face new safety challenges with lithium batteries every day.

We supply our total concept to several major players in the field of 
lithium batteries and have extensive and valuable experience in 
preventing and managing incidents involving lithium batteries.

Fire Suppression Solutions is your supplier of highly effective, 
innovative, and environmentally friendly fire suppression and 
extinguishing systems for almost all thinkable applications. Thanks to our 
international network you immediately have the right specialist at your 
disposal.

Contact us TODAY!

Executed projects references
VDL Bus and Coaches, E-Busses and other heavy transport VDL 
Parts, E-Busses and other Heavy transport
Ebusco, International E-busses 
Prowise, Intelligent education software
Ministry of Defense, the Netherlands
Van Moof, Exclusive Ebike 
IDIADA, EV test center Spain
EC-OG Scotland, Off-Shore blue energy company
Spyder Wheelz, E-Choppers
EST Float Tech, Maritime Energy systems
FELYX, International E-sharing mobility 

SWAP, International E-bike sharing 

Fire Suppression Solutions
3744 Lovers Lane
Slinger, WI 53086
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